Red cell glycolytic intermediates in normal, anaemic and transfused human fetuses.
Normal fetal ranges for red cell glycolytic intermediates at 18-24 weeks gestation, which are useful as reference values for the prenatal diagnosis of erythroenzymopathies, were established for the first time. Characteristic increases in glucose-6-phosphate (G6P), fructose-6-phosphate (F6P) and particularly fructose-1,6-diphosphate (FDP) suggest that there is no metabolic block at the phosphofructokinase (PFK) step of glycolysis as previously suggested by others for premature infants on the first day of life. Neither reticulocytosis nor anaemia consistently led to further increases in the early metabolites as occurs in adults. However, very large increases in G6P, F6P and particularly FDP may occur independently of anaemia and reticulocytosis. This suggests that activation of hexokinase (HK) and/or PFK can take place as in adults but the stimulus is probably different to adults. The 2,3-DPG in normal fetuses is higher than in adults and increases still further in anaemic fetuses with or without transfusion of adult blood. The pattern of intermediates found in the fetus suggests that the controlling mechanism for the increased 2,3-DPG may be an in vivo relative preponderance of PFK activity over that of pyruvate kinase (PK) rather than regulation of HK as proposed for adult subjects with anaemia or high altitude hypoxia.